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War and Peace (Sergei Bondarchuk, 1968) and Pan Tadeusz (Andrej 

Wajda, 1999) 
 

 
 
Rival countries, locked in a hate-hate relationship for centuries; rival, complementary 
national epics; rival films, though made a generation apart. The Russian film depicts 
Napoleon’s invasion of Russia as a catastrophe, mitigated by Russian heroism: the 
Polish film depicts the same event as Poland’s last hope before a dark century of 
oppression closed in on it. 
 Both biting off far more than any cinematic adaptation could ever chew, though in 
different ways. Bondarchuk’s problem was not budgetary, for he had all the money 
the Soviet Union could then afford, which was limitless; neither was it logistical, for 
he was given as many soldiers as the Soviet Army could give – and they stretch from 
horizon to horizon. Even though his movie takes all day to watch, his problem was 
what to cut, from a novel which virtually his entire home audience would have known 
chapter by chapter.1 
 

 
 

                                                 
1: The two characters I sense were left largely on the cutting-room floor are Lisa, Prince Andrei’s wife 
(she’s played by Anastasya Verinskaya, who’s Ophelia in the Kosintsev Hamlet), and Yelena, Pierre’s 
wife: she’s often seen but has no lines at all. 
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 Wajda had a different problem, because Pan Tadeusz is a poem, not a prose work, 
and his home audience would have known bits of it, at least, off by heart ever since 
school. A poem, moreover, in rhyming couplets, of which the script uses as much as 
possible: so the actors have to evolve a style of delivery which is at once 
conversational yet formal, patterned and yet spontaneous – they enunciate with 
beauty, clarity, and variety, but it’s not like acting Shakespeare, where the verse is 
designed to be acted, and not like acting Tolstoy’s prose dialogue. You anticipate 
rhymes all the time, and often feel paradoxically cheated when an actor, anxious to 
sound realistic, runs through one, or swallows it. 
 Now and again, as if to remind us, Wajda cuts to shots of Mickiewicz reading the 
poem aloud in exile in Paris, to a select audience, which includes, by the last scene, 
several members of the cast, now in exile. The film is overwhelmingly verbal, with 
long speeches of a sort you’d never get even in a filmed verse-drama. 
 A lot of Tolstoy’s dialogue is in French – Russian aristocrats used it for 
preference, even while Moscow was burning, a fact of which Tolstoy makes ironical 
use. No English translations are bold enough to show this fact; but Bondarchuk 
doesn’t avoid the issue, and, in the opening scenes especially, gives us plenty of it. 
 Wajda handicaps himself from the outset by the casting of his leading man, 
Master Tadeusz, who’s supposed to be an innocent along the lines of Scott’s 
Waverley, or Byron’s Don Juan, from both of whom he derives. The actor chosen, 
however, radiates conceit and looks as hard as nails; we sense that neither history nor 
society, war, peace, love nor death, will hold any surprises for him. Having such a 
contemporary Polish face as the focus of the narrative gives the whole movie a half-
hearted quality, despite the excellent acting of most of the other men. 
 Jacek Soplica, the repentant assassin whose moral regeneration provides the poem 
with its moral centre, is played by a man who’s not only ugly (that helps, in part, for 
none of his enemies must recognise him in his disguise), but overweight about the 
face and jowls. As Soplica is a monk, and a true ascetic, this creates another 
unconvincing and disagreeable effect. 
 

 
 
 Whereas Bondarchuk gives the impression that he feels (Ukrainian though he may 
be), the responsibility of two centuries of Russian tradition on his shoulders, and the 
patriotic sensibilities of two hundred million Russian people to bear in mind: his 
casting is laser-perfect, even as far as his decision to play Pierre Bezukhov himself. 
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 Wajda is a professional doing a job: Bondarchuk is on a mission – directing as 
though his life depended on it (which, twenty years previously, it might very well 
have). Look at the way he introduces his leading lady, in Natasha’s first appearance: 
backlighting her radiantly, jump cutting from medium to medium close-up to close-
up: we’d know something had happened, even if we didn’t know she was the best-
loved heroine in all Russian fiction. Zosia, the younger heroine of Pan Tadeusz – 
she’s its Aurora Raby, or its Flora McIvor – has by contrast far less screen-time, far 
less to do, and is much less pretty. 
 Wajda films with care: Bondarchuk with flair. Wajda never indulges in out-of-the-
way camera-work: Bondarchuk has his lenses weeping in subjective shots, teetering 
vertiginously in drunken shots, horizontally-wiped in juxtapositions, static when need 
be, swooping from helicopters when need be. When the wolf’s caught at the end of 
the hunting sequence, and the wolf gagged and strapped to a horse’s back, we see the 
hunters from the wolf’s perspective – very Tolstoyan. As Andrei lies mortally 
wounded on his stretcher, we see everything through his blurred vision. The death of 
Petya Rostov is filmed in black and white. All this, too, in a movie made originally 
for 70mm, the widest screens there ever were (when last I looked the last 70mm print 
was stuck, thanks to the collapse of the USSR, somewhere in a restoration lab in 
Kiev). 
 

 
 
 In a way the comparison is unfair and odious, for the Polish poem, subtitled The 

Last Foray into Lithuania, and set in fact in modern Belarus, never goes metropolitan, 
but has “provincial” stamped all over it, whereas the Russian novel spans thousands 
of miles of territory and two major cities. If it’s War and Peace, excess has to be on 
the menu: see the shot of Old Prince Bolkonsky taking a stroll round his estate, 
apparently alone, to the sound of what we imagine to be a Haydn piece playing on the 
soundtrack, until, as the camera pans, we watch him casually pass his own private 
orchestra, put there to keep him in contemplative mood, and to remind him constantly 
that he owns the place and everyone on it. 
 The sequence showing the burning and pillaging of Moscow in the film’s fourth 
part is the most phenomenal spectacle ever committed to film: the burning of Atlanta 
in Gone With The Wind is truly a fart in a bath by contrast. Bondarchuk combines 
long shots of whole streets on fire, ashes swirling about everywhere, with shots of 
people stiff with shock, with medium shots of buildings burning, overhead shots, 
freeze-frames and even stills; and then cuts over and over again to close-ups of Pierre 
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(played by himself) staring at it all in disbelief. The effect is nightmarish in a way few 
sequences of wartime destruction are in any other film. 
 

 
 
 Wajda, we realise, can’t do comedy: the famous scene in which Telimena, the 
older, depraved heroine, the Calypso or Alcina of the fable, is attacked by ants, almost 
seduces Tadeusz when he rushes to her help, but is thwarted by the bell announcing 
dinner, is very funny in the poem, but with these two poker-faced performers, and 
Wajda’s flat-on directing, not funny at all. There aren’t too many laughs in War and 

Peace (or indeed anywhere in Tolstoy – Dostoevsky’s funnier); but Bondarchuk films 
his characters with the tenderness that Wajda doesn’t have, so that you’re convinced 
that if anything funny did happen in 1812, he’d milk it. 
 Everything in Bondarchuk’s War and Peace is perfect: as Old Prince Bolkonsky 
lies dying, a single tear rolls down his cheek – evidence, at last, that he has feelings 
after all. And the camera and lighting catch the single tear precisely. Now was that 
luck, or did they do fifteen single-tear takes before the old actor had his head at 
exactly the right angle? 
 There’s action in both films: a skirmish between Poles and Russians in Tadeusz, 
huge battles between French and Russians throughout War and Peace. Wajda directs 
his fight mechanically and without conviction – the real Polish soldiers he uses for his 
Russians aren’t committed to it in the way the Polish actors who play his Poles are 
(and we notice the soldiers keep up a rapid fire without ever loading their single-shot 
muskets). Whereas I believe no-one, not even John Ford, has filmed military 
formations and charges the way Bondarchuk does. Now and then a battalion passes 
Wajda’s camera, and you sense the extras doing a day’s work, and the director 
anxious to get the shot in the can: but Bondarchuk frames every shot for maximum 
effect, and – here’s the rub – has a gargantuan budget ($560,000,000 equivalent) and 
all the time in the world in which to spend it. He justifies every kopeck. 
 It’s a terrible thing to say, but I believe the relative lack of conviction and passion 
in the Polish film is a consequence of its having been made after the Cold War had 
finished. Russians had more to prove in 1968 than Poles had to prove in 1999. Just 
look at the single shot in War and Peace, third part, showing Natasha crossing herself 
in church, just as we gather the French have invaded: the lighting, photography and 
wordless acting in it make its fifteen seconds more moving than all of Pan Tadeusz 
put together. 


